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PREFACE 
 
Studying and working in the same time was quite challenging for me as it was done in 
the middle of the disruption caused by Covid-19. This challenge also made work more 
interesting as we started to look into the future from a different point of view. The goal 
of Elisa's work environment project was to support employees at the office and we 
studied what are the future needs of the employees at the office. We tried to explore of-
fice needs with experiments, but, as there were so few employees in the office, this 
project was ramped down.  
 
Covid-19 gave me an opportunity to study how the changing situation accelerated 
Elisa's digital work environment development and what are the future needs for the 
work environment. To be able to understand how to support employee needs with digi-
tal solutions in the future, I read a lot of different types of material outside of the IT do-
main.  
 
I am grateful to my employer and my boss for the opportunity they have given me and 
how they emphasized learning as part employee development. It was also pleasure to 
work with a broad-minded project manager who encouraged me to explore crazy ideas 
further. Hopefully that work bears fruit in the future. My husband and family - thank you 
for all the support you have given me during this journey of learning.   
  
Helsinki, 25 May 2021 
Ulla Butusina 
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1 Introduction 

 

Covid-19 forced most of the companies worldwide to do the giant leap to remote work 

and digital services. Before Covid-19, we used to commute to our workplaces daily. We 

had a workday 9 to 17 and after workday we returned to our homes. Students did likewise 

according their studying program. Government officials throughout the world took differ-

ent actions in order to avoid Covid-19 infections. One of such actions in Finland was a 

strong recommendation to work remotely starting from March 2020.  

  

The research in this paper was done for Finnish company Elisa which offers telecommu-

nication and digital services. Elisa is almost 140 years old and has about 5000 employ-

ees who work mostly in Finland and Estonia. Because of recent acquisitions, Elisa em-

ployees have now colleagues from 16 different countries throughout the world.  

 

Elisa's mission is "A sustainable future through digitalization".  

Elisa's core values are Customer focus, Responsibility, Renewal, Results orientation and 

Collaboration. To develop Elisa's work culture, the Elisa Ideal Work (EIW) concept was 

created.  It  includes flexible ways of working, continuous learning, improving and inno-

vation. As a company offering telecommunication services, Elisa have been forerunner 

in remote working. 

 

According to “Great Place to Work” and Equileap -research, Elisa is one of the best 

workplaces in Europe. In Sustainable Brand Index 2021, Elisa was the industry winner 

in Finland. Also, ETLA considers Elisa as one of the top significance domestic corporates 

in 2021. 

 

The focus area of this study is Covid-19 impacts on company internal IT and digital work 

environment. The research goal is to get a better understanding of the future digital work 

environment requirements and how to be prepared for the post Covid-19 time 

 

Figure 1 presents how research was performed. Research was done by using qualitative 

and quotative methods. For qualitative methods office IT key persons; IT Architect, pro-

duction managers and solution managers were interviewed and Elisa internal surveys 
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were performed during EIW project 2020-2021. Furthermore for qualitative method, Elisa 

IT statistics from IT channel orders and network services were investigated. 

 

 

Figure 1. Research Design of the Study. 

 

The thesis has been divided into 8 sections. After introducing the study problem, frame-

work and research methods in the first section, the study describes the Elisa office digital 

environment in the second section. In the third section the thesis proceeds into introduc-

ing other research made during Covid-19 and IT trends. The thesis moves on to explain 

Elisa specific research including surveys in the fourth section, IT key  person interviews 

in the fifth and data analytics in the sixth section. Finally the thesis summaries Covid-19 

impact on Elisa IT in the seventh section and in the eight section summarizes discovered 

future digital work environment needs. 
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2 Elisa's Digital Work Environment 

This section provides information about Elisa's office digital work environment. First the 

Elisa office network is introduced and then remote access services to the network, mov-

ing on introducing basic tools the company offers to employee and finally describing IT 

support channels for employees. 

Elisa has four main units: Consumer services, Corporate services, Production and Sup-

port services. Elisa's internal IT is part of the Production unit and providers basic office 

tools and IT infrastructure for employees.  

2.1 Office Network 

The company has offices in 18 different locations in Finland. The headquarter is located 

in Helsinki. Other main locations are Tampere, Turku, Kokkola and Joensuu. Elisa uses 

Elisa Corporate MPLS (Multi-Protocol Label Switching) Network. The office network is 

built between all offices in Finland and network extends to cover Elisa Videra offices in 

Great Britain and Spain. This network also provides access to different services and 

different user groups, such as guests. Network services are provided with LAN (Local 

Area Network) and WLAN (Wireless Local Area Network) connections. Elisa Eesti has 

own network infrastructure. 

The employer provides the employees with a mobile subscription and mobile phone as 

a taxable benefit. Depending on the work profile of the employee, an extra broadband 

connection can be provided.  

2.2 Remote Access 

Working remotely has been a company policy widely adopted in the organization for 

several years. To support the remote work culture, Elisa provides several remote access 

services to the office network.  

The remote service most commonly used throughout the organization is email in a Mi-

crosoft O365 environment. Remote services which require tunnel access to on premise 
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servers can be divided in services used through VPN (Virtual Private Network) and in 

services with a dedicated profiles and Citrix. VPN is commonly offered to Elisa employ-

ees and Citrix services are used for providing access to partners. Vendors have their 

own VPN profiles which they can use. Some services like the intranet portal can be ac-

cessed from the internet using Microsoft Azure Proxy or Elisa Identity and Access Man-

agement (EIAM) application. For authentication to services, employees mainly use Multi 

Factor Authentication (MFA) and EIAM. Authentication services such as Mobiili Var-

menne can be used as well. 

2.3 Workstations and Peripherals 

Employees can order workstations, peripherals and access rights needed for their work 

from internal portal. The process for handling orders is highly automated. 

Most of employee laptops are provided with a Microsoft Windows operating system(OS). 

In the selection you can find macOS as well. In some rare cases, Linux OS can be pro-

vided, but usually these are used for servers, not for individual usage. The basic setup 

of an employees workstation is a laptop and a mouse. Some roles also require other 

devices such as headphones.  

Work desks in the offices are equipped with one or multiple external displays. In some 

offices, a keyboard belongs to the basic setup  of the work desk. When new office prem-

ises are designed, according EIW principles, variation of work profiles is taken into ac-

count. This has resulted in different office work desk set-ups in recent years. One aim of 

these projects was that connecting external displays and peripherals is as easy as pos-

sible. To reach that goal, USB-docks were included in the setup. This also raises em-

ployee equality as anyone is able to use any work desk without worrying about the inter-

faces their laptop has.  

2.4 Office and Collaboration Tools 

The Microsoft Office suite (email manager, word processor, spreadsheet, presentations 

and collaboration tools) is part of the standard workstation set-up. Employees are able 

to use cloud based equivalent Microsoft tools as well. 
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For collaborating with others, employees mainly use the on-premises SharePoint serv-

ers. Jira and Confluence are also used. Since Microsoft Teams was launched for Elisa 

employees in 2018, on premises service use has been decreasing and cloud based ser-

vice have been taking their place as they consolidate meeting and collaborating tools. 

For communicating with others, employees use Outlook, Teams and Mattermost. For 

conferencing services they use Microsoft Teams and Elisa Videra Cloud Connect Meet. 

Conferencing services Cloud Connect Meet can be used for conference room video calls 

with parties outside of the organization. It can also be accessed via regular phone call.  

Meeting rooms are equipped with a video camera, a display (or two), a microphone and 

a speaker system. Mostly, these are equipped with USB-video cameras, but some of the 

rooms have high quality videoconferencing systems.  

For finding suitable working or meeting spaces, employees have the Elisa Reittiopas 

application, which presents a digital twin of the offices from premises data. The applica-

tion provides also interior sensor data such as meeting room temperature, CO2 - levels 

and occupancy information. 

2.5 IT Support 

IT support has several support channels for employees. These are: a phone service, a 

chat channel, a ticket system and a physical support point in Helsinki Pasila. In other 

Elisa offices, face to face IT support is given by trusted subcontractors. Support is given 

during office hours only.  
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3 Work Change Around Us 

 

This section provides information about different researches about teleworking and fu-

ture of the office. Telecommuting, telework or remote work is working for a company from 

some other location than the company's office using modern technology and telecom-

munication means to keep in touch with the employer [9].  Remote work has roots in the 

1970's when “telecommuting” was used to describe work done elsewhere than office via 

phone. In the 1980s, teleworking was noted as the “next workplace revolution” [10].   

  

Remote work has been part of Elisa work culture for a long time. In 2017 Elisa announced 

that 2000 employees already worked part of the week remotely [11]. Some employee 

groups, such as call center agents or Elisa shop sellers, are not part of this trend due to 

nature of their work. 

As the global pandemic forced companies to protect their employees by requiring them 

to work from home, the study of remote work accelerated. "A million of Finnish people 

leaped to work remotely" announced Virpi Ruohomäki from Finnish Institute for Health 

and Welfare [1]. New kinds of professional groups such as teachers, doctors and thera-

peutics moved to remote work in the beginning of the pandemic. Eurofund “Living, work-

ing and Covid-19" online survey reports on July 2020 that 45,6% of Finnish employees 

have worked remotely during the pandemic [2].  

FutuRemote surveyed over 1100 Finnish public and private sector employees about 

work experiences during Corona. According to their report, Finnish employees have well-

adjusted to telework. Home office was seen as a distracting work environment by only 

24% of respondents and technology-mediated communication was adopted. Videocon-

ferencing tools were used by 40% of respondents several times a day.  The report veri-

fies that email and videoconferencing tools were used more often than enterprise social 

media and instant messaging [3]. 

The Finnish Institute of Occupational Health discovered in research project “Miten Suomi 

voi” (How Finland is doing?) that remote workers make more independent work related 

decisions and have learned more efficient work methods than in-office workers. On the 

other hand, the institute noted that, remote workers had less brakes during the workday 

and had less support from colleagues than in-office workers [4]. 
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A CocoDigiReserch study on the public sector found out that employees who had a work 

station or a dedicated room at home reported higher scores on telework effectiveness. 

66% reported that remote office is less noisy and less distracting. 72% employees re-

ported being able to concentrate on work in the same way or even more than before the 

pandemic. [5] 

Microsoft also has done its own research about remote work with over 50 different stud-

ies across the corporation since the Covid-19 pandemic started.  "As the world transitions 

to remote work and learning, Microsoft Teams meetings increase at exponential rate", 

people started to turn video on two times more and in March 2020 total video calls in 

Teams grow by over 1,000 percent [36].Figure 2 shows how dramatic change was as 

employees and students started to use Microsoft Teams for communication in the begin-

ning of pandemic.  

 

Figure 2. Minutes spent in Microsoft Teams meetings per day[36]. 

In their study about collaboration and meeting environment they found out that meeting 

load increased and, out of these meetings, short meetings such as 1:1 increased by 18% 

while check-ins and team social meetings grew by 10%. [6, p7]Instant message traffic 
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increased between 65% and 72%, the biggest impact being on managers with a 115% 

increase from pre Covid-19 figures.  

Microsoft China workers noted that voice and videocalls doubled from 7 to 14 hours a 

week after transition to remote work[6 p.7]. Videoconferencing was found fatiguing as it 

leaves out nonverbal clues, forces paying attention for others, sometimes had low media 

quality and people were cognitively multitasking [6,p.35]. Concentration also began to 

decrease after 30-40 minutes into video meeting. When employees got used to work 

remotely, video was turned on less frequently due to bandwidth problems and effort 

needed for improving one’s image. A Microsoft study on internal meetings found out that 

51% of participants ranked the ability to hear another as the most important factor of the 

meeting[6, p 11].  

Videoconferencing was appreciated for discussions in small groups of participants where 

the video feed boosted engagement and provided important information for collabora-

tion. When the number of participants grew and documents were presented during the 

meeting, half of the participants felt that video was distracting. The presenter on the other 

hand, felt in 27% of the cases that the video of the audience was distracting and 53% of 

presenters wanted more information / feedback from their audience. On the other hand, 

the audience wanted to see video of the presenter.  

69,7% of Microsoft employees involved in the study reported using parallel chat in meet-

ings for getting more information about issue handled, to participate or to influence others 

[6, p.13]. In their study they also found out that creative work, new workstreams and 

extensive collaboration suffers from telework [6, p.18]. 

On the security side, the increased number of phishing messages was raised as the 

biggest security threat during the Corona crisis. Other threats were collaboration tool 

vulnerabilities and an increase in the number of devices used by employees to access 

company data.[6 p.34] 

One of the biggest issues reported by IT security professionals were educating people 

using remote software and best practices . As IT challenges, poor internet connection 

and not having appropriate technology or equipment while working remotely were re-

ported (not having same equipment as in the office) [6, p.35]). A One of the biggest 
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issues reported by IT security professionals were educating people using remote soft-

ware and best practices . [6,p.35] 

A Harvard report suggests that knowledge workers have benefited from the Covid-19 

lockdown as they more effectively prioritized and focused on work. Large management 

meetings took 12% less time than in 2013 and 9% more time was spent doing externally 

focused work such as interacting with customers and partners. For a third of interviewed 

persons, time has remained same on desk-based work, but training online increased [7]. 

Gartner reported that 54% of HR leaders indicated that poor technology and infrastruc-

ture is the biggest barrier to effective remote working.[8] Some organizations support 

remote workers with stipends as they have realized that redirecting investments from 

real estate to costs for employee ergonomics is beneficial in a long term.[15 p.9]  

Over three-quarters of EU employees want to continue working from home at least oc-

casionally, even without Covid-19 restrictions. Most EU workers report a positive expe-

rience with teleworking during the pandemic but very few wish to telework all the time, 

with the preferred option being a mix of teleworking and presence at the workplace [12]. 

Gartner has predicted that by 2030, when generation Z will start to work, remote work 

will increase by 30%. [8 p.3] 20-25% of workforce in advanced economies could effec-

tively work remotely 2-5 days / week [13 p.47]. McKinsey Global Institute (MGI) research 

stated that 70% of computer-based office workers could effectively work remotely [13], 

although this depends on a board range of factors, including its effect on productivity and 

working conditions like working spaces and ICT tools [14,p. 8]  

 

Covid-19 related targeted cyber-attacks and cyber-crime campaigns were reported after 

the outbreak such as scams impersonating public authorities and organizations, target-

ing support platforms, personal protection equipment frauds and offering Covid-19 cures 

[16]. Phishing attacks were the biggest cyber security related threat encountered during 

the  pandemic. [17] 

3.1 Future of Office 

Office vacancy rates increased significantly across major cities in 2020: by 91% in San 

Francisco, 32 % in London and 27 % in Berlin. At the same time vacancy rates have 

declined in some smaller cities such as Glasgow, implying that companies may be shift-

ing operations away from larger cities toward smaller ones [13 p.52]. In the Helsinki area 

office rent development has turned negative in the second half of 2020. Here there was 
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a considerably lower number of leases compared to previous year along with a decrease 

in the average size of leased spaces.[18] 

There has been speculation about the future of the office in a media. Helsingin Sanomat 

declared "R.I.P Office" [19] and explained how Corona has killed open offices. Compa-

nies like Facebook made a decision to allow most of their employees to work from home 

permanently [20] and Shopify is becoming "digital by default" [21]. In U.K., 71% of 2500 

employees surveyed would like to go back to open office with on-demand privacy spaces 

(such as phonebooth). People need offices to do collaborative work and a shift from work 

desk areas to collaborative spaces is wanted, although work desk areas cannot be alto-

gether eliminated. The report suggests that one main reason to come to office is focusing 

in own work. If a flexibility of hybrid work and shared work desks is given instead of 

assigned desks, 51% of respondents were willing to do the swap. In the future, in-office 

presence may be more driven by the team dynamic and meeting needs than by the or-

ganization overall.[22] 

A Harvard research group including designers developed a new office model comprised 

of a networked series of nodes across a geographic region as illustrated in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3. Virtual meetings supplemented by VR/AR and advanced broadcast technology, 

Illustration [15,p.8]. 

They argue that this model would benefit collaboration and give more options for em-

ployees in the event of disruptions or can bring organizations closer to their customers 

or even get closer to talent  pools in the labor market and more mixed use of diverse 
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cross-section of workers. This model requires high-quality connections. [15,p.4] Model 

described needs immersive technology such as virtual/augmented reality to connect co-

located clusters of participants seamlessly[15,p.8]. 

3.2 Potential Remote Work 

Following types of work can be done remotely and have growing potential to be done 

remotely: updating knowledge and learning, interacting with computers, thinking crea-

tively, communicating with and guiding colleagues , processing, analyzing and interpret-

ing information. Least remote working potential was seen in selling and influencing oth-

ers and physical work actions such as controlling and repairing a machinery.[13 p.49]  

Another shift in the view on work from home is on which roles should be allowed to do it. 

Previously, managers and senior professionals were allowed to work from home as a 

luxury granted by the title. Covid-19 has proven that less senior employees can do the 

same if interior requirements for data security and work conditions are fulfilled. In a hybrid 

model employees can choose where to best perform their work tasks as they are no 

longer restricted to the work place itself.  

The platform economy, which connects consumers to workers, has yet an insignificant 

foothold in the Nordics [23]. In Finland, platform work is done occasionally. Most common 

tasks performed via online platforms is software development. [24] The Finnish Institute 

for Health and Welfare predicts that this kind of work exchange will grow in the future 

[25] .  

3.3 Immersive Virtual Reality 

Immersive virtual reality is a big business in the videogames industry and was brought 

to working life as well. Consumer virtual reality hardware and software market revenue 

2020 was 2,6 U.S billion dollars. It is predicted to grow to 5,1 in billion Us dollars by 2023.  

Industrial usage of VR devices is expected to be three times larger than that of consum-

ers.[26] 

VR and AR devices relay information on different tasks in industry maintenance work, 

healthcare, training, remote access and simulations. The high level of detail in the output 

of the devices fools the human senses and produces real-life experiences of presence. 

[25,26] 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/936078/worldwide-consumer-immersive-technology-market-revenue/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/936078/worldwide-consumer-immersive-technology-market-revenue/
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Immersive technology may bring a new dimension to work from home. Prices of the VR 

glasses have been decreased during few years. Virtual meeting spaces has been cre-

ated and Facebook has published its own solution for offices in virtual reality. Multiple 

customizable screens, which are mimicking multi monitor setups can be added in virtual 

space.[27, 28] 

3.4 Business Travelling 

Business travelling decreased significantly because of travelling restrictions. Face to 

face meetings changed to videoconferencing. Business travel is not likely to recover fast. 

History shows that, after a recession, business travel takes longer than leisure travel to 

bounce back. After the 2008–09 financial crisis international business travel took five 

years to recover. [13 p.64] MIG forecasts that 20% of business trips will not return after 

pandemic and Scott McCartney in Wall Street Journal says that the cut will be even 36% 

permanently [29].  
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4 Surveys at Elisa  

As part of corporate responsibility reporting, Elisa measures it’s CO2 footprint and one 

way of doing this the work related travelling survey. In 2011, Elisa employees estimated 

that they work remotely in average 3,4 days per month[30]. In 2015, the corresponding 

figures were 6,7 remote days/month [31]. In 2017, an average of 6,8 remote days were 

reported [32]. So far, remote days were increasing. Measurements towards videoconfer-

encing took place and the Gaze Triggers Interaction project was started. This is an in-

vestment into Elisa Videra Cloud Connect high-quality videoconferencing systems.  

In an 2018 survey, Elisa employees reported to be working remotely 6,5 days per month 

and in 2019 4,8 days per month [33]. Offices attracted employees to work from there 

again. There were three big EIW projects to renew office premises in 2019: Kokkola, 

Joensuu and Turku. At those locations new offices were designed to support work ac-

cording EIW principles. The project to design Tampere Ratina were also launched and 

was completed in the middle of corona crises in the summer of 2020. 

Because of strong remote work recommendation from the government side, Elisa em-

ployees moved to working mostly from office to home and 80% of employees work was 

done remotely [34]. Employees answered to the same survey that they work remotely 

3,35 days a week. This is a 198% increase compared to previous year. 

In September 2020, the “EIW Pasila 5th Floor Corporate Customer Project” survey was 

conducted to find out future work environment requirements in Elisa. The survey tried to 

find out the work conditions and requirements of the participants, before and during the 

Corona epidemic and how they see their future work requirements.  

Based on those answers some experiments were designed but tightened security 

measures due to the Corona pandemic prevented their completion. Some changes were 

initiated and are still in progress. 

 

4.1 Methods for Work Survey 

 

The survey was sent in September 2020 to corporate customer unit personnel who 

worked at the Pasila campus. 109 employees answered the survey. 
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The survey consisted of 28 questions and was divided into 4 areas; Work, Collaboration, 

It Tools and Security. Employees were asked to estimate their work methods in those 

areas before Covid-19, during Covid-19 and as a forecast for the future. Background 

information such as the department and age of employment was requested. 63% of re-

spondents had over 10 years employment relationship at Elisa and 18% of respondents 

had under 5 year employment relationship. 

 

This study will focus on IT relevant parts of the survey. It was designed to support three 

dimension of EIW: social, physical and the digital work environment. One of the goals 

was to find out how many days in a week employees work in the office and why to un-

derstand how to change office facilities and how to support remote work. Employees 

were asked to estimate what kind of work they did during the workday. 

 

 

Figure 4. How many days a week do you work at the office/remotely/hybrid answers. 

 

In September, when the survey was conducted, most of the employees worked remotely.  

The survey results show that, before Covid-19, 59% of employees worked 3 to 5 days 

per week at the office and 22% of employees answered  that they visited the office at 

least once a week during the pandemic . 75% estimated that they would work 1 to 2 days 

per week at the office after Covid-19 and 3% wanted to continue working full time at the 

office. 
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Before Covid-19, 58% of the respondents estimated that they worked remotely 1 to 2 

day per week and 77% of respondents estimated to be teleworking 3 to 5 days per week 

after pandemic. Working hybrid, in this context of the survey meaning part of the day at 

the office and part of the day working from some other location, is estimated to increase 

in popularity by 23%.  

 

To understand the functional differences between office and remote work, the employees 

were asked for work preferences and the reason why they choose a particular location.  

Results of the survey show that employees came to office because it was their habit, to 

meet other people, to cooperate, to influence and because of  IT support and work ergo-

nomics. Remote work was selected for better concentration and for fitting work and lei-

sure time together. 

 

Figure 5. Why do you work remotely / at some other location / at the office results. 

 

Figure 5 indicates that, during the Corona crisis, employees came to office because of  

unresticted encounters and influencing possibilities, work ergonomics and to inhouse 
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meetings or development work. After covid-19 they estimated that they would come to 

office to meet people and work together with innovation and development work. Co-

operation and negotiation facilities were also a main reason. 

 

One goal of the study was to know what kind of work employees would prefer to do 

remotely or at the office. The results of the survey show that employees see the office 

as the place to come to for innovation or development work together and as the place 

for events. 

 

 

Figure 6. In the future, what kind of work would you do  remotely / at some other location 

/ at home answers. 

 

It is interesting to observe from Figure 6 that meetings with vendors and customers were 

almost equally distributed between remote, some other location and at the office.  

 

Employees were asked for their opinion about how the office environment should de-

velop to support post Covid-19 work. As results in Figure 7 show, employees value 

spaces which support concentration and work desks for individual work. So, even with 

most of the work requiring focus being done at home as (Figure 5), individual workspaces 

are highly appreciated.  Also spaces for team work are required. 
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Figure 7. “In your opinion, how should the office environment develop that it would sup-

port work in the new era” answers. 

 

At the end of the work section of the survey we asked again, in a slightly different way, 

how much and where would employees estimate to work in the future. Figure 8 supports 

the Figure 4 results. In the future most of the working days of the week will be done 

remotely and the need for office is for 1 to 2 days a week. By a customer or at a vendor 

once and even twice a week as well as working hybrid. Together with colleagues at some 

other location was seen to be done once a week.  
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Figure 8. “In the future, how many days per week would you like to work from given 

choices” answers. 

 

In the communication section of the survey we asked employees to estimate how much 

and what kind of media they used to keep in touch with others.  

 

Figure 9. “Collaboration, Estimate how and how often do you communicate with other 

employees, customers and co-operation partners” answers. 
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47% of respondents have meetings during Covid-19 at the office at least once a month 

and after pandemic 53% will have meetings at the office at least once a week. They also 

estimate that they will have more rarely face-to-face meetings.  

Figure 9 also illustrates that videoconferencing has increased in popularity during Co-

rona and will remain almost in the same level in the future. Other digital communication 

channels will also remain popular but less than during the pandemic.  

 

 

Figure 10. “Collaboration. What enables groupwork in the future” answers. 

 

In the future 25% of respondents think that groupwork is done in physical location, all 

participants present. 75% of the respondents estimated that groupwork is done either 

hybrid or remotely in the future and 39 % of them predicts it is done virtually all together. 

 

In the IT Tools part of the survey employees to estimated how the employer provided 

tools and connections supported their work and how needs of support were tackled. 
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Figure 11. “IT Tools. How well employer provided tools support your work” answers. 

 

Elisa employees were and are satisfied with the connections and services used to access 

the Elisa office network. There was a slight increase in the rating of the way mobile 

broadband connections support work. For the future, this might be a consequence of 

expectations about the 5G network capabilities. On the other hand, the Elisa network at 

the office was rated lower since it couldn’t be used due to the restrictions.  

Employees estimate that employer provided It systems, applications and workstations 

support their work well and the expectation is that the quality of IT tools will continue at 

the same level.  One third of respondents have not been satisfied with the desktop equip-

ment before Covid-19 and they do not believe that in the future the situation would 

change. During Covid-19, the biggest lack is seen in desktop equipment and peripherals.  
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Figure 12. “IT Tools From where and how often do you seek help/information on technical 

problems” answers. 

 

Figure 12 shows that the biggest source of information and help on IT related problems 

is another colleague. Digital channels were expected to increase in popularity for seeking 

information or getting help on IT related questions and problems in the future . 

 

The goal of the security section was to find out how secure employees consider their 

environment while  working from office or remotely and how would they improve it. 

Respondents feel that the office was a secure place to work but, during Covid-19, this 

assessment saw a decrease. When working at a work desk, 96% of respondents saw 

data security as excellent or good by before covid-19 but now 29% of those are not that 

confident. The same kind of trend can be observed from Figure 13 for meeting rooms 

and office joint areas. Employees evaluate that data security requirements are fulfilled 

when working from home at a work desk. 
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Figure 13. “Security What is your data security confidence level while working” answers. 

 

Most of respondents feel that instructions are the best way to enhance data security. 

About 20% of respondents feel that applications or peripherals would enhance data se-

curity.  

 

Responders could also provide free feedback and on the IT side the most appreciated 

were inhouse IT support and work ergonomics in the Pasila premises. Better virtual col-

laborating tools and enhancing work ergonomics at home were wished for. 

4.2 Microsoft Teams Plot 

 

As people worked mostly remotely in March 2021, it was not possible to examine with 

experiments future office requirements. To achieve a better user experience and to in-

crease the response rate, questions were posted on Teams channels in a manner similar 

to social media. Answering was made as easy as possible by asking employees to press 

the like button if a comment described an IT tool setup that they wanted. We got 152 

responses to posting and some additional comments.  

  

Results were:  

• Additional display: 43 likes 

• Two additional displays: 19 likes 

• Additional video camera and audio system: 15 likes 

• Connection / router: 30 likes 
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• Printer: 10 likes 

• USB- dock: 29 likes 

• Nothing - everything is fine: 6 likes 

 

Remote workers wanted to enhance their work ergonomics with additional monitors and 

docking stations. Higher bandwidth or a better router was also desired for improving the 

network connection. 4% of the employees were satisfied with their work conditions. 

4.3 Remote Work Environment Interviews 

 

A senior researcher from the University  of Tampere interviewed 10 employees from the 

corporate customer unit about the remote work environment. The goal was to be able to 

design experiments for the project.  

 

Themes / questions in the interviews were:  

• Evaluate the remote work environment 

• What kind of technology promotes your work 

• What is needed from the employer for developing the physical and digital work 

environments 

• Problems with the digital work environment 

 

The biggest challenges with the work environment were perceived to be social isolation 

and work ergonomics. Another issue reported was that remote work does not support 

spontaneous interaction. 

 

Most of those interviewed had personally bought additional IT equipment that met their 

needs. The process for ordering and justifying additional devices via the Elisa IT channel 

was seen inflexible. The selection of devices was deemed suitable for most employees.  

To support remote work, respondents wished for one or two additional displays, an ad-

ditional keyboard and mouse, comfortable headphones, a suitable desk and a fast inter-

net connection. 

 

One conclusion from the interviews was that there should be standard procedures for 

teleworking equipment and software. Currently these are handled on ca case by case 

basis. Also there is a need to calculate and compare the cost of the work space and tools 

for an employee in the office and at home. 
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5 IT Key Person Interviews 

 

Key persons in company IT were interviewed. The aim was to find out what changed in 

internal IT because the Covid-19 epidemic. Interviewees were asked how Covid-19 af-

fected their area and what lessons were learned from it. Interviews were conducted with 

the IT architect, two production managers and two solution managers who's responsibil-

ities are the office network and digital services. 

5.1 Contingency Plan 

 

Elisa followed the global development of Covid-19. Thanks to the experience of the swine 

influenza back in 2009, preparations and measurements for handling this kind of crisis 

were familiar to the directors. Teleoperators are obliged by law 838/2003 to ensure tele-

communication services during crisis. The security department developed clear instruc-

tions and guidance to be followed in such conditions. 

 

News of the approaching pandemic made employees cautious and many switched to 

remote working before the official recommendation. IT professionals were advised by 

supervisors to take their portable equipment with them when leaving office on 6th of 

March. The Finnish government issued the official recommendation for remote work on 

26th of March and the lock-down of the Uusimaa region on 28th of the same month. Elisa 

followed government official recommendations, sometimes with strict security measures 

and remote work requirements or, when the pandemic status was better, allowing em-

ployees to work from office. A total lockdown of offices was not yet implemented as to 

ensure a suitable workspace for employees  who did not have appropriate facilities at 

home. 

 

An Elisa production "War Room" meeting took place every week to evaluate the chang-

ing situation. Resource management plans were made to ensure vital functionalities. 

This meant focusing on the production management instead of service development and 

allocating backup support personnel for IT systems. The company IT group initiated its 

own virtual "war room" which was following office network load and the capacity of re-

mote services.  
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5.2 Processes 

 

IT personnel, senior professionals and managers are used to work remotely and they 

sometimes forget that this might be something really new for employees in other posi-

tions. In some departments and locations, due to nature of the work, such autonomy was 

considered almost impossible before the Corona crisis. The IT department incorrectly 

assumed that, since Elisa is an IT company, all employees have good IT skills and 

knowledge about accessing information and instructions. This resulted in IT tools and 

information not fully matching the needs of all employees now working remotely and in 

a temporary peak of support requests in April 2020. 

 

Cloudification of services means that the company IT is not in control of changes made 

to these services. This in turn makes it difficult keep information and training material up 

to date.  Basic IT instructions are located in the IT support service portal but training 

material for some of the services is distributed within different sites, making it difficult to 

find certain information. 

 

Language can also cause difficulties with information access. The main technical training 

material is available in Finnish but there is a large quantity of information available only 

in English, especially on the internet. 

 

IT also faced challenges with the process of delivery of IT devices. Some locations have 

a parcel locker in the Elisa premises where devices ordered by users from the IT service 

portal are delivered by transport companies. If the employee does not pick the parcel 

from locker within 7 days, the package is retuned back to the sender. The process 

caused some confusion and extra work as it was more common for employees working 

from home not to pick the delivery on time.  

 

One major vendor had difficulties because of the lockdown of their country. Employees 

were not able to work from office due to imposed curfew in the area but the security 

agreement with Elisa required access from particular locations only. Vendor employees 

also had no tools and means for remote work. Contract changes and special arrange-

ments were made quickly to allow the use of new devices and applications from home.  
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5.3 Technical Environment 

 

Technical point of view covid-19 act as an accelerator of development path which was 

already on the process. During corona crises VPN traffic increased and counter meas-

urements were done such as allowing some of the services bypass VPN e.g. video meet-

ings and streaming services.  New remote services were initiated for vendors in lockdown 

on other countries.  

 

Luckily just before pandemic started in Finland  remote platforms renewal was partially 

done. Spend of VPN profile IP address pools  and CPU load of platform were actively 

monitored. A thousand IP addresses were added to Elisa Office pool to ensure capacity.  

CPU load of the platforms were never reached to the critical point. 

 

System Center Configuration Manager has also capability of delivering updates to com-

puter via internet. This development work was on the process already and was launched 

during covid-19 to reduce Elisa office network load. 

 

Elisa Reittiopas, application for locating and reserving suitable meeting or other facilities, 

normal development work was set aside. For safety reasons, to be able to follow up real 

time employee capacity of buildings and to offer this information to employees via appli-

cation, new development was done. It was designed to show number of employees in 

each building floor and Pasila office canteen. New development took advantage of Inter-

net of things (IoT) solution and real estate existing technology with some enhancements 

such as adding counters on canteens entries. 

 

Safety distances were applied to buildings and half of work desks were not allowed to 

use. In Elisa Reittiopas, as a digital twin of the building, this required new development 

to be able to mark some of the work desks as non-available. In addition work desk res-

ervation was placed on application.  

  

Whole world were lacking of headphones, video cameras and some other IT devices. 

In call center employees were used to work with IP-phone although most of them already 

had a software phone on their laptop. IP-phone requires own headphones and when  

employees started to work remotely lack of USB-headphones were faced.  Elisas whole-

sale had run out stock of headphones and extra effort was put for getting headphones 

from the world to the employees in need. 
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Employee basic set up was a laptop and a mouse. To enhance employee work condi-

tions and ergonomics at home monitors were allowed to borrow from the office. This 

opportunity was recorded by 127 employees.  

 

2020 To avoid layoffs of shop personnel employer offered work on call center side. Shop 

personnel did not have their own workstations nor peripherals and to enable their work 

laptop lease period changes were delayed from other employees. Those who had al-

ready laptop, their lease period extended and recently ordered laptops to warehouse 

were given in use to those who did not have employer provided laptop.  

2021 laptop lease period were briefly extended again, because of long delivery time from 

a supplier. Long delivery time was explained due to lack of computer components. 

5.4 Security and Data Protection 

 

One of the biggest issues pointed was conflicts between data protection policy and re-

mote access. Traditionally, company services are access via VPN which increase load 

and latency in the network. 

 

Employees were allowed to access to the company network with their own devices. Au-

thentication is set to username, password and a notification from a MFA application. In 

this way, some of the services which do not require a strict data policy, can be safely 

accessed without VPN. Categorizing services in different security levels allows the IT 

department more flexibility in providing better performance and user experience. 
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6 Examining Elisa Statistics  

 

At the very beginning of the Covid-19 pandemic, the performance of the Elisa services 

was monitored in several dimensions: 

• WLAN usage in the Pasila headquarters versus other offices 

• Remote service capacity 

• Videocall statistics 

• IT Support cases 

Unfortunately Microsoft Teams is excluded from this comparison as it does not offer 

comparable statics to other examined services. 

6.1 Network Usage  

Network usage decreased dramatically in April 2020 and has not yet recovered as re-

strictions are still in place. In the beginning of the pandemic, WLAN usage drop by 89% 

of the usage in the previous months. Differences in usage between Figure 14 and Figure 

15 are partially caused by different restrictions in the capital city area versus other re-

gions.  

Figure 14. WLAN usage in other offices than the headquarters. 

During the vacation period the WLAN usage was almost at the same level as in previous 

years but it decreased again in the autumn.  

Figure 14 indicates how increasing number of Covid-19 infections in autumn affected the 

network usage in the Kokkola area and Figure 15 shows a decrease of Covid-19 infec-

tions in the Helsinki area during the same period.  
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Figure 15. Headquarters WLAN usage. 

WLAN usage in the Pasila headquarters remained low whole summer and increased to 

normal vacation level by autumn. 

6.2 Remote Services Usage, VPN and Citrix 

The peak of number of sessions connecting to Elisa's network or remote services was 

seen in April 2020, when the number of sessions grew by 53% compared to previous 

months. As of April 2021, the number of  sessions was 27% higher than in the period 

before the pandemic. Almost half of the sessions needed in the beginning of the pan-

demic to connect to Elisa´s network are now covered by some other means, e.g. by cloud 

services. Employees learned that it is not mandatory to be connected to the company 

network to be able to use Elisa's services. The percentage of the change was calculated 

based on information given by responsible solution managers of the area.  
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6.3 Videocalls 

In the beginning of the Covid-19 pandemic, as the Figure 14 illustrates, the number of 

videocall minutes increased by 225% compared to the time before the pandemic. Mi-

crosoft had troubles with the Teams service in April 2020 and this might also have con-

tributed to the high volume of videocalls 

Figure 16. Elisa videoconferencing service minutes trend. 

Due the vacation time at July 20 videoconference minutes decreased and got up again 

in the autumn. There was the 53% increase in videocalls in period February 2020 – 

March 2021 relative to February 2019 – March 2020. . Since then, the videoconferencing 

service usage has been stable. 
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6.4 IT Support 

Support requests had a peak in April 2020 and a smaller peak in October of the same 

year. Contact requests were made by phone, IT site and IT chat. The April peak of ser-

vice requests mainly consisted of support requests for remote services.

Figure 17. IT Request, orders and incidents trend 2020. 

The trend of IT orders followed that of support requests. The amount of devices were 

ordered did not increase compared to previous year. During the peak of orders, most 

were for "new remote workers". 

Headset, keyboard and mouse orders maintained at the same level as in the previous 

year. Compared to the previous year, the number of orders for HD pro web cameras 

increased by 636%, docking station orders increased by 342% and privacy screen and 

backpack orders dropped by 32%.  
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7 Summary of Covid-19 Impact on Elisa IT 

 

Remote work was a common practice in Elisa. The majority of the employees had the 

workstations, devices and connections needed for remote work. In the early phase of the 

pandemic, the rest of the employees were offered remote access tools.  

 

From technical point of view, the biggest changes during the pandemic were: optimizing 

the VPN network traffic, enabling vendor access through Citrix, development  of the 

“Elisa Reittiopas” application that supports work desk reservation and providing displays 

to employees to enhance the ergonomics of remote work.  Due to the strong recommen-

dation to telework, office usage, including network components and ergonomic work 

desks with devices, was low. Videocall usage increased signifyingly. Most of the inter-

viewed IT professionals said that the biggest challenge was user guidance for remote 

services. From a security point of view, they pointed out that different security policies 

are needed for different work tasks. 

 

The crisis also showed that, if Elisa wants to be more flexible, the Virtual Desktop Infra-

structure (VDI) should be expanded. VDI access to Elisa servers enables usage of dif-

ferent OS giving more flexibility to employees and vendors. The virtual environments 

also allow recording of actions thus increasing security.  

 

More applications are planned to be made available safely directly from outside Elisa’s 

network, without a VPN connection. When directing network traffic wisely, the speed of 

data transmission can be optimized and the user experience is seamless regardless of 

location.  

 

Work has become less dependent on place and a time. Employees have more autonomy 

than ever before. Distributed teams, internationalization and employees growing auton-

omy require new managing skills from employees and managers. Learning new IT skills 

and methods of work will have bigger role in daily work.   

Remote work research and surveys at Elisa predict that the popularity of remote work is 

likely to increase. A year of remote work have taught employees new methods of working 

which bring new demands on facilities. The office will offer facilities for collaboration, 

innovation and co-operating. The individual work shall be done in larger scale remotely. 

A modular and flexible office space, along with data about indoor conditions gathered 
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from premises, help physical environment developers to respond to social environment 

needs.  The digital environment also needs to support these changes.  

If in the future Elisa will maintain smaller facilities, the impact on the network infrastruc-

ture has to be considered. We got used to work remotely using remote services so con-

nections from small office premises to Elisa’s Multi-Protocol Label Switching network has 

to be considered seriously. Means for safe connections exist already, such as 5G solu-

tions. Always-connected light PCs (AC PC) with a fast mobile connection, reduce the 

need to use open WIFI networks while teleworking. This also ensures connectivity in 

scenarios in which the employer offers employees smaller hubs provided by a third com-

pany. In case AC PC processing power is not enough, VDI options can be enabled.  

 

In bigger Elisa office facilities, the Elisa Älykäs Lähiverkkoratkaisu project (EÄL, Elisa 

Intelligent Local Network solution) is about to be completed. EÄL is software defined 

(SD-LAN) and has a policy-driven architecture. Compared to traditional network archi-

tecture, SD-LAN simplifies hardware functionalities and reduces swich and router level 

computing.  Swich computing is replaced with software layers which create self-organiz-

ing and centrally-managed networks. This reduces network operation work and makes 

the network more scalable. Chosen WIFI base stations of EÄL give also the possibility 

to locate WLAN traffic so location analytics can be provided by the Cisco Connected 

Mobile Experiences(CMX) software. This is a powerful tool assisting with designing office 

floor plans. CMX has the possibility to divide office floor to sectors. WIFI traffic can then 

be monitored and analysed by sector. The information gathered can be presented to 

employees as floor traffic maps and hot-spots and makes the availability of work desks 

visible in real time. This data is also useful for maintenance work. 

 

When new facilities are designed considering the shift in office functionalities needed, 

the floor network infrastructure needs to be rethought. EIW research indicates that the 

work desk area will be reduced and that the need for LAN interface connections will 

decrease. This brings along a decrease in the network hardware capacity of the floor. 

When the quantity of work desks in an office decreases, Elisa, as a sustainable work-

place, can allocate the unused displays to employees to support remote work.  

 

EIW survey indicates that people want individual workspaces and that, while individual 

work will be mostly performed from home, there will still be a need for work desks in the 

office. EIW research also indicated that there is a need for team spaces. Currently, work 
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areas are defined to support workflows and processes and teams have their own ap-

pointed area. Teams are familiar with their work desk equipment as they have been re-

sponsible of it. In the future office this is no longer the case and appointed work areas 

are likely to vanish. Employees should be able to reserve workspaces or work desks in 

advance. During the Corona crisis the functionality to manage work desk reservation was 

developed in application Elisa Reittiopas. To meet the requirements of the future, reser-

vation for work areas should be implemented. To be able to decide on a suitable work-

space, the employee has to be able to see what devices are present on the work desks. 

This can be provided by the work desk management system where each work desk has 

assigned equipment. The natural place to present this information would be the Elisa 

Reittiopas application. As already mentioned, employees were responsible for their work 

desk devices. This process should be reorganized and responsibility should be shared 

with the IT department and the facilities management. 

 

EIW surveys and IT portal orders indicates that the employer should support more the 

employee ergonomics at the home office. The main need is additional display and pe-

ripherals. Elisa policy supporting home ergonomics is insufficient and can be improved. 

It is complicated to interpret tax authorities guidelines and laws do not cover remote work. 

Therefore a clear employer responsibility to support employees in the home office is 

lacking. Steps to better remote work ergonomics have been taken by loaning monitors, 

but more can be done. According to surveys at Elisa, employees need other devices as 

well, e.g. docking stations, multiple displays, routers. To meet this requirement Elisa 

could enhance the asset management and the process for loaning devices and in addi-

tion it could offer channel for employees to purchase needed peripherals from Elisa sup-

pliers with affordable price. 

 

The videocall data examined and HD web camera orders imply an increase of demand 

of face-to-face interaction between employees to employees and third parties. In the EIW 

survey also virtual and the need for digital collaboration tools was raised. When all par-

ticipants are using virtual tools, their experience is the same but when collaboration is 

done both in a virtual and physical space is more difficult to give everyone same oppor-

tunities. To help in such scenarios, a digital or virtual whiteboard using a touch screen in 

a meeting room can be used. 

 

Immersive reality may help to meet the need of presence during communication. VR 

technology devices such as VR glasses are yet quite expensive and not comfortable 
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when used for long sessions. It is worth to explore VR meeting offerings and a prospec-

tive VR meeting space could be initiated. Due to development in the gaming industry, 

more and more employees have VR glasses for leisure purposes. If the company does 

not want to invest at this stage in VR devices and workstations supporting VR glasses, 

it could be inquired if there is a willingness to use private devices. This way Elisa could 

support remote workers and offer them better feeling of a presence compared to video-

calls. On the other hand, in the future, digital immersive reality may give us digital work-

spaces mimicking physical work spaces. When this point is reached physical monitors 

are no longer needed in the office nor at home. 

 

Printing services are today offered inhouse only. In order to reach the goal of higher 

mobility, cloud based printing services can be enabled. This gives employee in remote 

location the option to print documents on any chosen public printer without violating data 

security.  

 

The EIW survey also revealed that the first query about technical problems are first di-

rected to another colleague. In the future employees estimate that they will get help and 

information mostly from electric channels such as Teams, IT Support and the internet. 

The IT Support point in Pasila is appreciated as an important support channel. 

 

The data security section of the survey indicates that employees feel safe working re-

motely. Office facilities are seen as a less secure place to handle data in the future. 

Employees feel that data protection is well taken care of and, to enhance data security, 

they see that guidance is enough. Privacy screen orders statistics show that, during the 

period of increased remote work, these screens were not ordered as much as in the 

previous year, even though during the ordering process of a new laptop you are offered 

to select compatible privacy screens. Considering that nearby colleagues in office have 

gone through same security clearance, it can be concluded that people are actually pro-

tecting their own digital environment instead of company data. 
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8 Discussions and Conclusions 

Due to nature of Elisa's core business of serving telecommunication services to consum-

ers, it is natural that remote work is commonly adopted by Elisa employees. The remote 

work culture has developed from a luxury granted with high seniority levels to autonomy 

of employees to choose a place where to perform their work best. During the pandemic, 

a minor part of the employees which did not work remotely before, had to learn new work 

methods and IT skills.  

Internal IT together with IT Support worked intensively providing employees with devices, 

tools and accesses to remote systems and user guidance in the beginning of the Covid-

19 pandemic. The situation was handled rapidly, internal IT optimizations of office net-

work latency and load increased the quality of the user experience for using remote ser-

vices.  

Elisa employees have faced same problems as discussed in Microsoft, Eula and Coco-

Digi research. Multiple online meetings one after another have impacted the wellbeing 

and ergonomics of employees. Forced work from home led to feelings of being isolated. 

On the other hand, employees enjoy the autonomy granted by remote work and the pos-

sibility of mixing work and free time. 

According the research, employees think that in the future they will come to office to 

meet, influence and collaborate with one another while individual work will mostly be 

done at home. This will have impact on facilities as work requirements for the office 

change. Facilities will provide more modular and adjustable meeting and project spaces. 

Work desk areas will be smaller and reserved in advance as needed via a new support-

ing process. 

Research indicated that virtual collaboration tools will replace physical whiteboards as 

they need to be accessed regardless of location and time. High quality video and audio 

systems with digital whiteboards are needed in meeting rooms to support hybrid meet-

ings. Possibility to have VR meeting rooms should be investigated to meet the need of 

physical presence. 

It was also concluded that employees need more support from the employer with ergo-

nomics at home. This support should be providing external displays, docking stations 
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and other peripherals. Another form of support is the employees ability to deduct part of 

the home work space costs from taxation.  

Research also showed that employees seek help to their technical problems from other 

colleagues and various digital channels. In the future, internal IT should put more effort 

on following discussions in Teams channels, and if problems are not solved inside the 

teams, give support either within the discussion group or by directing the users to IT 

Supports own communication channel.  

It was found that data protection is well taken care off while working remotely. It can be 

concluded from the research that employees use protection screens to protect their own 

data environment in the workplace rather than employer’s data as the laptop and laptop's 

content is seen as personal.    

The user experience of seamless connectivity to office tools regardless of location and 

time will enhance if Elisa keeps up with evolving technology in the digital work environ-

ment. A big part of this development path is using cloud based services. The workplace 

culture, which connected office and the work environment in the past, has to reached out 

to virtual, mobile dimensions.  
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